Bertocchi Expansion On Track

Bertocchi Food Group CEO Peter Paolino is passionate about the iconic
brand’s success and reports the company’s expansions will consolidate its
future position at the forefront of Australian smallgoods manufacturing in
meeting demand with its award winning quality artisanal products.
Bertocchi Smallgoods is a dominant force in the Australian smallgoods
market. Whatever your measure of success – growth, awards or customer
loyalty – there is no doubt that the Australian owned and operated
business is making a mark in Australian manufacturing.
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Mr Paolino lists a number of factors for company’s accomplishments: the
importance placed on identifying customers’ needs, competitive value for
money, attention to customer service, and the willingness to innovate and a
focus on artisanal product quality excellence. “From modest beginnings
several decades ago, it has been this approach that has allowed Bertocchi
Smallgoods to not only develop into one of Australia’s most loved ham,
bacon and continental producers, but also become one of the most
successful award winning manufacturers in the land,” he mentioned.

Bertocchi has received numerous awards for its products in recent times,
including 18 medals (4 gold, 9 silver & 5 bronze) at the 2018 Royal
Agricultural Society’s Fine Food Show Awards in Sydney, including a
Champion Award for Bacon. This follows Bertocchi winning the 2017
Champion Manufacturer Award (Large Category) at the Australian Food
Awards and also winning the Australian PorkMark’s Best Nationally
Available Bacon and Ham each twice in the last 5 years.

“Bertocchi is extremely proud to have received these awards, which
validates the level of excellence in the quality of products commercially
supplied by the company,” Mr Paolino said. “They are a testament to the
passion, the spirit and the hard work devoted by a great team at Bertocchi.”

The company is led by three generations of family heritage with solid
foundations of tradition and authenticity. Its products are still made
according to traditional methods, utilising the finest local produce and
Bertocchi’s wealth of processing skill and experience. “Hams are produced
from full-muscle pork that’s baked and naturally smoked with a selection of
hickory wood and Tasmanian ash,” Mr Paolino said. “It’s the same with our
wide variety of salamis – they are all produced using Australian fresh pork
and lovingly made by hand and left to mature and air dry naturally.”

At a time when many Australian food manufacturers are streamlining their
business or moving offshore, Bertocchi is investing in local manufacturing.
“Bertocchi is not just expanding, we’re improving,” Mr Paolino said. “We
are re-investing into infrastructure, production innovations and efficiencies
right across our operation to maintain our high standard of quality and
enhance our competiveness to our customers.”
Bertocchi has taken the next great step in its journey, to Melton, the
company’s biggest investment in growth since its inception. A new
processing facility will be close to completion this year in Melton, the
satellite city in Melbourne’s west, which is unprecedented in its scale and
its vision. This world class facility will give Bertocchi the capacity to meet
the growing demand in sliced meats and value–added products. “This
investment will also launch Bertocchi into other food categories,” he said.
“Expansion will provide Bertocchi with a facility to enhance on its product
range in all categories, typical in smallgoods and antipasto. We also
anticipate growth by 180 staff per year to fulfil production demands.”
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We’re also completing massive upgrades of the Thomastown precinct in
both production and administration. Supporting this is our new laboratory
and research facility where our team of food scientists perform in-house
microbiological testing to stay ahead of potential food hazards. Also, our
New Product Development team, whose core aim is to develop innovative
leading products for our business, will be supporting our expansion into
the future. We’re also turning the adjacent warehouse space into a huge
processing room for the fermenting and packaging of our salami range,
which will see us double our capacity in continental meats.
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Much has changed over Bertocchi’s long and illustrious history. The
successful transition from a family business run by its owners to a
corporation overseen by a CEO has instilled the company with corporate
disciplines. But one thing has never changed: Bertocchi’s goal to be “simply
the best”.

